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/ /
r will be used in the sai verse. Sometimes wex1yx have chapters with

MLC 5J
no specific name for Mod used at all. The names fot God is not a

/
sufficient criteri to divide Genesis end documents./

Howevr, we should notice something that goes way beyond
/

this. We shou'd notice the fact that Welihausen theory as held by

practically Y ill who accpt any documentary theory today, holds
I

that there
ate

three documents thHx instead of two. T)(e-hree

doetrrts , ne of these three documents they say always use the name

YHWHAND
11115

one they say has a
64n very different from the other

two. The/ two they say have a style so similar that they are

often v'y difficult to dintinguish from one another. Yet, of these two,

one
thepr say, always uses the name Elohim a$ the other always uses

the nae YI-WIH. These two they call J anI1 E and they say that
OW J

J4-E
tocuments

are very difficult to distinuish from one another

.lthighbxtithx they think that it is quite easy to distinguish
Tknum Thus

both/of them from P. The alleged division n the basis of the style

goe one way and the alleged dsci divisiçn on the basis of the

proper name g goes in e entirely differeit way. So that the

division on the basis of the nam4 for God i far from sufficient

to establish the theory. Mr. Henry C. Can yk give me an illustration
4f&t' CtQ d.cis e.4

Pot by giirg one chapter -jiving

a large part of .. and a large part f th -e}IdptIr 2-e'f another sourc7

ut by dividing up only a few words-iL

Dr. M. A good illustration
4
is found in chapter

Henry C.: This sounds very complicated. Does that mean

that the ordinary person wa uia1 unable to understand and we must simply
has

take what the experts say? Dr. M. It/is often been found that new

scientific theories seem very complicated. However, after they have
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